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FormXure Software
B2B Software App that reduces the labor and time and increases the business for construction

I spent 9 years in this industry so I had the advantage to know quite a lot about the estimation and design process and potential 
users where I came up with an idea of a solution. I wanted to create a software to empower account managers to be able to 
create professional estimations with drawings and materials take off without CAD designers help and when they win the bid, 
they can send the project to designers as CAD and Excel format for more business with more profit margins. 

PROCESS

LAUNCHEMPHATIZE DEFINE IDEATE TESTPROTOTYPE

Not GoodStart All Over

PROBLEM

Founder, UX/UI practitioner, Creative designer, Developer. 
In order to provide best possible experience I put the entire project human centered design process.

Qualitative study allowed me to create an Empathy Map via user interviews and contextual inquiries.

Quantitative Study
Survey to 5000 pro's

ROLE

EMPHATIZE

Sent out a survey to 5000 professionals in the industry and 
analyzed to identify strong patterns and identify user types

Qualitative Study
5 User interviews
2 Contextual Inquiries



Substantial amount of information is gathered at this 
stage to use during the next stages and to develop the 
best possible understanding of the users, their needs, 
and the problems that underlie the development of the 
FormXure software. 

USER
JOURNEY

At this stage I was ready to start generating ideas. 
First I created a task flow that would make sense 
to users.

I created few main screens and interactions and 
tested with both user types and iterated before 
start developing.

DEFINE

Problem Statements

CAD Designers: They were not able to create designs easy and fast enough to meet project deadlines. Drawing 
walls and applying engineered formwork one by one was extremely time consuming task and vulnerable to human 
errors. They needed a software to help them draw easily and obtain materials list automatically to meet the 
demand.

Account Managers: Creating professional looking estimates with drawings and materials list was impossible for 
them to accomplish and wait for CAD Designers to generate those would mean a loss of bid for them. They needed 
a solution to enable them to generate professional looking drawings and accurate materials list easy and fast to win 
bids.

During the Define stage, I put together the information I have created and gathered during the Empathize stage. I analyzed my 
observations and synthesized them in order to define the core problems that I have identified up to this point.

IDEATE

PERSONA

PROTOTYPE

Since we had two user types we had to understand them 
well to see if we can create a single solution that could 
satisfy each one of their needs from such system.

Since there is no product yet we had to postpone this exercise for after the release.

Then created a concept wireframe where the 
major tasks will be handled to test with users 
before I go to next steps. 



TEST

Design Thinking process allowed us to create a solution for 2 user types and enabled them to do their jobs much easier and faster.
At some point we included nice to haves that made users confused a bit. We should have stick to original plan with MVP to goto 
market earlier.  

Created clickable prototypes for main tool bar to 
test and find the best possible approach.

Created project creation and selection screen
and tested. 

On UI design, first I didn't create a style guide and 
used windows native objects that made the 
product looking way too cheap then I had to go 
back and replace about 80 screens to look more 
modern and stylish while I was fixing the bugs.


